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ABout
Creativity

l am an art educator but l am Dot a selfish one. l believe

that a11 "content areas" in education mst promote creativ11i7 and

that there is a need for educational leaders in different fields

to make practical application or exi.st1Dg knowledge about creat1v

1t,'. Like them l cm sq IV ABC's. l can read the l1terature:ABllAHAM H. MASIDW

ROBOT C. BURmAllT

CALVIN W. TAIIDR

DONAW W. MACIcrNNON

ELLIOT w. EISNER
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MAURICE 1
JACOB W. GETZEIS

LAtl!ElICE KUBlE

W. l AMBEKT BRIftAIlf

~MCLUHAB

NAmAN IroGAN

AlEX F. 0SBO!l.NE

PHILLIP W. JACKSON

RDBERT QWIlSON



JEROME

E. PAUL
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U

BRUNER

OltRANCE

fill in the blank

VnTOR IDWENFELD

M[cHAEL WALLACH

FRANl XBARRON

You!ill 'in the blank

IAURA ZIRBFB

l can int8rnalize the concepts:

Aability to invent, improvise and explore
adding and revising, accepttng and rejecting
alive, adventurous, aware, absorbed, alert, artistic

B
C

behaving creative~
boundary pushing
boundary breald.ng

composing
crazier and saner
constructing, curiosity
courageousness 35



Ddestroying and making
diseerni.ng, discovering, determination
destructive and construct1va

E
F

expression of one's uniqueness
exploration, experimentation, elaboration
eager for experience
emotional, energetic

failing and succeeding, freedam to rebel
freedam to make decisions that are dirferent
freshness, f'lexibility, fluency

novel, new
natural
nonconf'orming

open, being oneselt
originality
odd
organising

GgeneralJy' we11-informed

Hhonesty

1
inventive, improvising, integrating
individual experience, investigating
interaction, imagination, independence
inquiring, intelligence, industry

Jj~

Koen
l~

Mmaldng and destroying
more primitive and more cultured
1IJ7SteriOWl, manipulation

N
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) problem-solving, perceptive
planning, preoccupation
playing, persistance

l
~
S
r

qu.estiomng

rearranging, reflective
responsiveness, receptiveness
rejecting and accepting
revising and adding, resolute

succeeding and failing
spontaneous, self'
specualtive
stimnlating

tenacious
thorough

lJ
uniqueness, UDinhibited
intrigued by the unlmawn
uncovering

Vv1s1on&17
versatilit1'

Wwillingness ta take risles

Xe-x..perimental

y70Uthful enthusiasm

tlt • • •~ l IUt lUte a11 Jq eDerIT to respect each indiTJ,.

w.. and offer h1Ja aore cho1ce8 iD the W&7 he 18 able to 80lve prob- 37



1eJJs and react to his environment•

.. But do 1as an
art educator have
s ecial RESPONS
1IllTY in fostermg creativity ?

The concept of creativity has not a1ways been associated with

education in the arts. For nineteenth century educators in Europe

and North America the arts involved skills to be learned through

graduated exercises, and little more.

During the twenties and thirties progressive educators
spoke of unlocldng the creative powers of the child, of
removing the barriers that hindered his creative develop.
ment, of freeing the child so that he ma,. create. If
creativi~ had a tenuous relationShip ta art education
before the twenties, sureJ.y this relationship vas cement
ad firm1Y thereafter. Art was sean as one of the major
vehicles for unfolding the child's creative capacities;
and more often than not, when an article or entire issue
of a journal was to be devoted to "creativity", the cover
displayed a group of children painting or working with
clay. Creativity and work in the visual arts had become
synonomous.

Ar1i educators responded ravorab~ to Freudian conceptions
on a number of counts. First, they made provision for the
imaginative life of man that vas thought to be 50 impor~
ant for the artiste second, they tended to emphasize the
affective and emotional lif'e of man, which for most art
educators 1s the lifeblood of art. l

Art educators like those referred ta above, have been accused

of conceiving of~ and creativity as DJ1'Steries that must be dis

cussed in poetic, aven romantic terms. But scientif'ic inquiry in
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the sociologr of art does tell as that at tilDes the artist .!! in

deed a magician, as well as a teacher, mythmaker, sociotherapist, 

interpreter, enhancer and decorator, ascriber of status, propogand

ist, and catalyst of social change. But, at times, isn't the 

scientist also many of these things? 

Gan one realJy teach science creative~? Yes, probab~, at 

least we can try. But is there the same opportuni ty to invent MW 

symbols and ideas, to rearrange established organizations, and to 

integrate new or borrowed ideas? Yes, probab~. If education, or 

"schooling" is to assure the perpetuation of certain cultural va],.. 

ues then the educative process probab~ has to be focused upon 

con:vergent, rather than divergent, thinking and production, as, for 

example, in learning to read or to add. But another purpose of 

education is to change cultural values. 

We are told that artiste differ most !rom non.-artists (in other 

than the skills they develop and the tools they use) in their ways 

of thinldng and perceiving. Artiste seem to look for ways of thinki

mg which are original and unusual,; they organise and combine ideas 

so that they become unusual conceptions, and show a richness in 

their associations and ways of expression -- but scientiste also do 

thisl Artists display a breadth of interests, particular~ in the 

theoretical and abstract araas as opposed to the realistic and 

practical, and they are extreme~ responsive to sense data, seeking 

out the subtle and delicate ilIl'pressions. Their thinking is marked 

by' a great deal of elaborated fantasy.2 Einstein said that to 

raise new questions, new possibilities, to regard old problems !rom 

a new angle requires creative imagination and marks real advance 

~ science. un.rortunate~ we can create destructive~ -- science 

has IIIIlltiplied the power of the wa.r-makers. Scientific inqu1ry 39 



must be directed toward more creative endeavours. We do have a 

creative responsibilit,y to use the vast potential of scientific 

and technological resources, coupled wi th our own aesthetic 

sensibilities, to improve the quality of human life and solve 

local, national, and global problems. If our world needs creative 

and constructive investigators and probl.em solvers (and it certain.

~ does) and if art education can develop such people (and it can) 

then we need art educationJ For art, lilœ science, is a creative 

and investigative process.3 
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